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Principles & Projects



Agenda

• Overview of the principles of trust and transparency.


• The dynamics of trust in today’s environment.


• A look at key projects focused on trust and transparency.



	 1.	 Never add anything that was not there.


	 2.	 Never deceive the audience.


	 3.	 Be transparent about your methods and motives.


	 4.	 Rely on your own original reporting.


	 5.	 Exercise humility.

Principles

Source: The Elements of Journalism



–Los Angeles Times editor in “Newsrooms and Transparency in the Digital 
Age” by Kalyani Chadha & Michael Koliska

“Transparency is telling people how we got the 
story … reporting why we included what we did. 
What was left out and why, who our sources are.”



–Melody Kramer, Wikimedia Foundation/Poynter Institute 

“It’s a challenge to figure out the veracity of the 
information, where it came from, what the point of 
view is, or how it was put together.” That creates 

more of an imperative for news organizations to pull 
back the curtain to explain to readers how they 
report and write stories. “It becomes incumbent 

upon organizations—that are trying to improve our 
lower-d democracy—to open up a window into how 

they do the work they do.”



Pros & Cons Today
• Platforms have changed 

the direct relationship 
news organizations had 
with their audience.


• The press is under attack 
from other institutions, 
which creates conflict for 
the public.


• Rise of a new breed of 
partisan online media can 
create a “I trust it because 
I agree with it” scenario.

• Individual journalists can build 
their own brands and connect 
directly with the audience.


• The web and online world 
makes it easier to cite 
sources, show our work.


• It also makes it easier to 
collaborate with people and 
build a connection.


• There are new opportunities 
to use technology to 
determine trustworthy content 
and to elevate it.



The Trust Project







Credibility Coalition



Trusting News Project







Summary
• The principles remain the same. We are still seeking to 

build human trust and connection.


• Our new media environment has challenges and 
opportunities for building trust and being transparent. 
Journalists must embrace this and work at it.


• New initiatives are working in this area, but journalists 
must still do the work. There are no shortcuts.


• Confusion and criticism are not reasons to abandon 
principles.



Best Practices



Agenda

• Showing your work/sharing source material.


• Being transparent about methods and limitations.


• Collaborating with the audience.



Showing Your Work



Corfman described her story consistently in six interviews with The Post. The Post confirmed 

that her mother attended a hearing at the courthouse in February 1979 through divorce 

records. Moore’s office was down the hall from the courtroom. 

Neither Corfman nor any of the other women sought out The Post. While reporting a story in Alabama about 

supporters of Moore’s Senate campaign, a Post reporter heard that Moore allegedly had sought relationships 

with teenage girls. Over the ensuing three weeks, two Post reporters contacted and interviewed the four 

women. All were initially reluctant to speak publicly but chose to do so after multiple interviews, saying they 

thought it was important for people to know about their interactions with Moore. The women say they don’t 

know one another. 

“I have prayed over this,” Corfman says, explaining why she decided to tell her story now. “All I know is that I 

can’t sit back and let this continue, let him continue without the mask being removed.” 

This account is based on interviews with more than 30 people who said they knew Moore between 1977 and 

1982, when he served as an assistant district attorney for Etowah County in northern Alabama, where he 

grew up. 
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Takeaways

• The story anticipated and addressed objections.


• It answers key questions: How did you get this story, what 
is it based on, what are the motivations of your sources?


• It makes it clear what work was performed to test and 
verify sources and information.



Sharing Source Material

• Link to sources. Credit other outlets.


• Upload original documents to DocumentCloud and link to 
them.


• Put code on GitHub.


• Embed social content.



How PolitiFact Shows Its Source 
Material



BuzzFeed News Example



• Gave basic explanation of 
methodology high in the story, 
pointed readers to more detailed 
info at end.


• Admitted the limitations of the data.


• Step by step explanation of the 
process.


• Invited readers to send us other 
examples using a Google Form.



Collaborating With The Audience





Source: “How one Washington Post reporter uses pen and paper to make his tracking of Trump get noticed,” Nieman Journalism Lab



Source: “Washington Post’s David Fahrenthold wins Pulitzer Prize for dogged reporting of Trump’s philanthropy,” Washington Post



Reasons Not To Do A Public 
Call Out

• It could turn out to be false.


• It could put sources or other people in harm’s way.


• It could compromise people’s privacy.


• It will undo your work by tipping off people or entities to 
what’s coming.

Credit: Joy Mayer



Summary

• Think about what questions or objections readers/
listeners/viewers might have, and work that into your 
reporting.


• Make it easy for people to see your sources and 
understand how you got the story.


• Look for places where you can involve the audience by 
asking for information or sharing your process.


